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Strong translational imprinting: this is the 

DNA of Bernardi Studio Legale (BSL), a 

firm who assists Italian companies ope-

rating in China and Chinese companies 

investing in Italy. 

BSL follows the cross border investments during 

each phase thereof, providing to the investors, being 

them Italian or Chinese, throughout support, han-

dling contractual, corporate, labor and IP legal mat-

ters. 

BSL bases its roots on the twenty years’ experience 

of its founder, Paola Bernardi, who has rendered ad-

vise on China cross-border projects since 1998. Paola 

brings a wealth of experience to BLS, whose experti-

se is further enhanced by the consolidated and long 

term cooperation with external professionals, opera-

ting in the various field where the firm renders its 

services.

focus
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italian
PRACTICE

BSL Italian Practice advises overseas entrepreneurs on 

their investments in Italy, serving predominantly Asian 

customers. Mergers & acquisition are the core business 

of BSL Italian practice: BSL assists clients in identifying 

Italian target assets, completing legal due diligence, 

negotiating sale and purchase contracts and finalizing the acquisi-

tion of going concern and of the assets of bankrupted companies, of 

IP rights as well as of real estate.

The language expertise of BSL’s professionals (all fluent in Chinese 

and English), as well as their knowledge about the restrictions im-

posed by the Chinese law to outbound investments (such as foreign 

exchange issues and government approval), as well as about cultural 

differences, are all crucial: they enable BSL professionals to anticipa-

te and effectively solve critical issues for foreign clients, and thus to 

optimize projects’ planning and implementation from Asia to Italy.  
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We create the investment strategy and the 
quotation according to the client’s needs. 
OUR STRENGHTS:

We leverage on ur experience to
understand the goals and needs
of our asian clients. 

FIRST 
MEETING 

PLAN 
DEVELOPMENT

PLAN 
FREEZE

PLAN
EXECUTION

Dispute
resolution

Real
Estate

Investments

Acquisitions Technology
License and

Development

Trademarks
acquisition

We finalize, jointly with the client, 
the investment plan: 

1ststep presentation

2ndstep adjustING 

3rdstep plan freeze

discover
our

approach

▷ company incorporation 
▷ acquisition of companies
▷ in bonis / bankrupted
▷ IP purchase
▷ real estate purchase
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CHINese
PRACTICE

The mission of BSL Chinese Practice is to offer a throu-

ghout and long term legal support to Italian compa-

nies operating in China: BSL identifies the most suitable 

cross-border investment structure, conducts relevant 

negotiations, drafts contracts subject to Chinese law, in-

corporates companies in the PRC and assists its clients on local M&A. 

BSL also manages IP issues in China, coordinates and monitors civil 

lawsuits in Chinese courts and arbitration commissions (credit re-

covery, commercial disputes, etc.) on behalf of its Italian clients; BSL 

provides assistance in the evaluation and planning of cross border 

tax issues, and advises on labor issues subject to Chinese law. 

BSL’s goal is to support its clients from the initial phases of their ac-

cess to the Chinese market, to proactively accompany them during 

the whole project implementation phase, so as to effectively address 

all legal and cultural issues. The legal advice on Chinese matters is 

rendered by qualified Chinese lawyers, coordinated and supervised 

from Italy. 
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enjoy 
our

working
method

We create the investment strategy and the 
quotation according to the client’s needs. 
OUR NETWORK:

Custom
Experts

Tax
Experts

IP
Correspondents

Consulting
Companies
for Market
Research

Chinese
Disputes

Correspondents

W E

N

S

I needI understand
your

requirements

FIRST 
MEETING 

PLAN 
DEVELOPMENT

PLAN 
FREEZE

PLAN
EXECUTION

▷ company incorporation 
▷ contracts negotiation
▷ due diligence
▷ acquisition
▷ IP registration
▷ royalties management
▷ employment

We finalize, jointly with the client, 
the investment plan: 

1ststep presentation

2ndstep adjustING 

3rdstep plan freeze

at our offices
We listen to your needs 
and goals 
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asian
PRACTICE

China today is the hub for Asia. BSL has thus expanded 

its expertise and its partnerships with external profes-

sionals, in order to assist companies interested into 

penetrating the Asian markets, using Italy or China as 

their springboard. BSL Asian Practice preeminently 

advises on the incorporation of companies and registration of offices 

in Asia, as well with respect to contract drafting and negotiations.

BSL further assists its clients to delocalize productive enterprise from 

China to the South East Asia. Key area of practice is the assistance 

rendered to Italian companies wishing to develop franchising and 

retail networks on the Asian markets.

Through its network of local correspondents, BSL monitors all legal 

aspects of the Asian project, including contractual and human re-

sources matters, as well as coordinates local commercial disputes, 

thus supporting its clients in the management of all project’s legal 

aspects, with timely feedbacks available directly in Italy at the clients’ 

office. 
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Intellectual 
Property Rights

BSL’s extensive and diversified experience in China in-

cludes handling administrative procedures before 

the China Trademark office, the Trademark Review 

and Adjudication Board as well as in special IP courts. 

BSL has successfully recovered trademarks registered 

by Chinese squatters, obtained trademark invalidation and defined 

overall trademark protection strategies for its Italian clients with a 

China TM portfolio. BSL has dealt with the competent IPR admini-

strative authorities and local customs to stop serial counterfeiters. All 

such activities are performed in strict coordination with its Chinese 

trademark agents and the clients’ Italian trademark agents.

In Italy, BSL assists its foreign clients in the purchase of Italian tra-

demarks, carries out the due diligence about the TM status, negotia-

tes the relevant agreements and updates official registrations, via its 

consolidated network of Italian trademark agents, all that performed 

with timely reporting in Chinese and English to its overseas clients. 



Network

CROSS BORDER SOLUTIONS

BERNARDI
STUDIO
LEGALE

MILANO 
via Larga 15    T. +39 02 30310466

VICENZA 
p.zza Pontelandolfo 9    T. +39 0444 130025

TREVISO
via Collalto 32    T. +39 0422 821565

info@bernardi.studio     
bernardi.studio 

 


